2017 Wholesale Catalog

Every purchase touches lives on both sides of the
equator. Visit www.mingaimports.com to learn more.
Minga Fair Trade Imports seeks to improve the economic lives and relationships
between small producers in South America and their retail counterparts
throughout the world by promoting fair trade commerce and intercultural
education. We are a small business helping small businesses.
Become a Client
Being a wholesaler, we do not sell to the public. We strive to protect the
interests of small retailers, and to that end, screen prospective clients to ensure
that there is no conflict of interest between existing customers.
Ordering
We require a purchase of $200 to open an account.
The minimum on reorders is only $50. We do not have a minimum quantity
requirement for any of our products; however, we do offer quantity discounts
on many of them. You will appreciate our low cost shipping from our
warehouse in Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. Or get free shipping when taking
advantage of our monthly email offers!
Credit
Since we pay the artisans long before their product reaches our warehouse,
we would prefer to get paid upon shipping your order. This allows us to
continue to provide lower prices and faster service. We accept all major credit
cards and offer credit terms of up to 30 days for qualified clients. Give us your
credit sheet or request an application at accounting@mingaimports.com.
Learn More
Go to mingaimports.com to see over a thousand products and get to know
the artisans behind them. There are marketing materials available for many
of our products. You can also read about our tours and sign up to work with
artisans in Perú or Ecuador.
Market Your Store
Once you register and become an approved retailer, you will be able to
promote your store through our website. You can also customize our marketing
materials and we will subsidize the cost of printing. Inquire about customizing
your marketing materials at marketing@mingaimports.com.
Help Us Improve
The #1 thing artisans ask for is not money, rather it’s ideas. Since we need them
too, please feel free to suggest ways in which we can improve our products,
service or marketing tools. Many of our best selling products have come from
retailer suggestions and feedback. If you know of a company that wants to
give a fair trade gift to their employees, we can customize almost anything we
offer! Just email your ideas to customize@mingaimports.com.

Customer Loyalty Program

Minga is all about long term sustainability. Our strong
relationships with artisans and retailers is what keeps us
going. To show you our appreciation for sticking with us, we
introduced our Customer Loyalty Program in April 2014.
Eligibility and Program Participation
As an active customer of Minga, you are eligible and
automatically enrolled!
Earning Points
Earn one (1) point for every $5 in merchandise you purchase
from Minga.
Points never expire as long as your account is active. Keep
your account active by purchasing $50 or more within the
previous six months and at least $200 in the previous 12
months.
*Points may not be redeemed for cash or gifted.
How to Check Your Loyalty Point Balance
Check the bottom of your recent invoice, email us at
info@mingaimports.com, or call us at 262-248-8790.
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Redeem Your Rewards
Your Loyalty Points may be used for the following items:
•

300 points = $25 in booth and table fees where Minga
products are sold. No limits! If you’re active and have the
points, we pay the bill! Booth and table fees will be paid
by Minga Fair Trade Imports as a sponsor directly to the
organizing entity.

•

600 points = Customized marketing card bundle (500
cards)Include your logo, address, and other information to
market your brand on our product cards (please allow 6-8
weeks for marketing materials to be sent).

•

4,500 points = Fair Trade Federation Conference
registration fee. Early bird deadlines apply. If interested,
please contact Minga for current event dates and signup
deadlines.

•

7,500 points = Fair Trade Federation Conference lodging.

We’re always adding new rewards to our Program, check
online to view our most recent additions!
Thanks for being loyal! Thanks for supporting fair trade!
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Jewelry: Sets & Necklaces

Storm Set
#23136
Drops of tagua, coconut and acaí on multiple
crocheted strands. Necklace adjusts 16-24”, earrings 11⁄2”
long. Matching stretch bracelet. Available in two colors:
Multi and Purple. Made in Ecuador.

Arcoiris Set
#22260
Achira seeds strung together with coconut accents in a
tiered design. Necklace adjusts 10-32”, earrings 21⁄2” long.
Matching stretch bracelet. Made in Ecuador.

Multi

Multi

Purple

Feather Set
#23350
Feather shaped tagua beads dangle from a crocheted cord.
Bronze toned beads add a touch of glamor to the neckline.
Available in seven colors: Turquoise, Fall Multi, Green, Multi,
Red, Fall Red, and Yellow/Purple. Necklace adjusts from 1430”. Earrings approximately 2” long. Made in Ecuador.

Turquoise

Turquoise
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Fall Multi

Green

Multi

Red

Fall Red

Yellow/
Purple

Carnivale Set
#23450
This set is an attention getter with its vibrant colors and metallic
accents. Tagua and achira beads on nylon cord. Necklace
adjusts 18-30”. Made in Ecuador.

Mundo Set
#33650
Make a world-class statement with this beautiful tagua set.
Multicolored, dyed beads drape in a thick collar around
the neck. Necklace adjusts 16-28”, earrings 21⁄2” long.
Made in Ecuador.

Jewelry: Sets & Necklaces

Cadena Set
#23431
Tagua nuts are sliced vertically, creating chain links with an
organic shape. Suede cord and slide closure. Necklace
length: 16-34”. Available in seven colors: Multi, Green, Purple,
Red, Lava, Aqua, and Pastel. Made in Ecuador.

Multi

Multi

Green

Purple

Red

Lava

Aqua

Pastel

Fettered Set
#23251
Cross-sections of tagua nuts in richly dyed hues on bronze toned
chain. Necklace is 28”. Available in four colors: Spring Multi, Blue,
Fall Multi, and Pink/Grey. Made in Ecuador.

Leaf Set
#23158
Cascading slices of tagua on cotton cord. Necklace
adjusts 10-30”, earrings 13⁄4” long. Available in four colors:
Multi, Pink, Mint, and Aqua. Made in Ecuador.

Spring Multi
Multi

Spring Multi

Blue

Fall Multi

Pink/Grey

Multi

Pink

Mint

Aqua
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Jewelry: Sets & Necklaces

Crown Set
#23162
Tagua beads with crown shaped metal beads. Necklace
adjusts 12-30”, earrings 2” long. Matching bracelet sold
separately: #23162B. Made in Ecuador.

Cobblestone Set
#23453
Thin slices of tagua are knotted together and finished with
suede cord. Available in two colors: Red and Slate. Comes with
matching earrings. Necklace length: 12-24”. Made in Ecuador.

Red
Red

Achira Six Slice Set
#22051
Thick slices of tagua hung from woven achira seeds. Necklace
adjusts 8-34”, earrings 2” long. Matching stretch bracelet. Five
colors available: Purple, Red, Yellow, Lime, and Brown. Adjustable
cord closure on necklace. Elastic bracelet. Made in Ecuador.

Slate

Jungle Three Tier Set
#22861
Dyed pambil seeds and coconut make up this statement
set. Available in six colors. Necklace adjusts 14-26”, earrings
21⁄2” long. Made in Ecuador.

Purple

Green

Purple
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Red

Yellow

Lime

Brown

Green

Orange

Red

Turquoise

Brown

D. Brown

Gradient Set
#23258
Tagua plaques dyed in ombre colors. Necklace adjusts
up to 26”, earrings 21⁄2” long. Colors available: Orange,
Fall, Orange/Turquoise, and Slate. Matching bracelet sold
separately: #23258B. Made in Ecuador.

Jewelry: Sets & Necklaces

Lilypad Set
#23352
Tagua beads in organic shapes. At 48” long, the necklace can
be worn as a long single strand or doubled up for a layered
look. Earrings 11⁄2” long. Made in Ecuador.

Orange

Fall

Orange

Multi Plaque Necklace
#23833
One of our perennial best-sellers! Multicolored tagua and
pambil beads. Necklace adjusts 10-24”. Matching bracelet sold
separately: #23821 (page 30). Made in Ecuador.

Orange/Turquoise

Slate

Denario Set
#23165
Tagua thick slices and pony beads. Necklace adjusts 12-30”,
earrings 2” long. Matching stretch bracelet. Available in six
colors: Turquoise, Lime, Orange, Pink, Purple, and Yellow.
Made in Ecuador.

Turquoise

Turquoise

Lime

Orange

Pink

Purple

Yellow
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Jewelry: Sets & Necklaces

Pluma Set
#23653
Beautifully cut and dyed tagua geometric statement
piece. Comes with matching earrings. Available in
three colors: Pink, Green, and Blue. Max necklace
length 331⁄2” and earring drop 2”. Made in Ecuador.

Symmetry Set
#23660
A highly structured show piece that’s hand-carved
and dyed out of tagua. Necklace adjusts 10-32”,
matching earrings 21⁄2” in length. Available in three color
combinations: Prism, Ocean, and Rose. Made in Ecuador.

Prism

Green

Pink

Blue

Tetra Set
#23661
Simple and modern, this chic tagua set comes in trendy
colors. Includes a pair of mis-matched earrings. Available in
three colors: Grey/Turquoise, Green/Turquoise, and Melon/
Pink. Cord max length: 33” and earring drop 2”. Made in
Ecuador.

Prism

Ocean

Pennant Set
#23652
Show your fair trade spirit with our new tagua Pennant Set!
Metallic bead accents. Necklace adjusts to 15”. Matching
earrings 13⁄4” in length. Available in: Turquoise, Yellow, and
Fall Red. Made in Ecuador. Want to customize this set with
your organization’s colors? Email your request to: orders@
mingaimports.com.

Turquoise

Grey/Turquoise
Grey/Turquoise
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Green/Turquoise

Rose

Melon/Pink

Turquoise

Yellow

Fall Red

Stonewashed Necklace
#23432
Small tagua nuts are dyed, distressed and strung on soft
suede cord. Surprisingly lightweight! Slide closure. Length:
13-28”. Available in five colors: Lime, Red, Turquoise, White,
and Yellow. Made in Ecuador.

Jewelry: Sets & Necklaces

Botany Necklace
#23730
Tagua nuts carved into leafy, organic shapes in this elegant
necklace. Available in three colors: Green, Red, and Blue.
Necklace adjusts 16-28”. Made in Ecuador.

Green

Lime

Green

Blue

Red

Bubble Set
#23650
Rounded tagua discs in sophisticated color combinations.
Necklace adjusts from 12-24”. Earrings 11⁄2” long. Available in
three colors: Sea Glass, Moss, and Raspberry. Made in Ecuador.

Lime

Red

Turquoise

Moss

Raspberry

Yellow

Silhouette Necklace
#23430
A versatile design made with tagua that has been polished to
a high luster. Pairs beautifully with a t-shirt and jeans or a little
black dress. Hidden screw closure. Available in five colors: Multi,
Black, Fuschia, Turquoise, and White. Length: 10”. Made in
Ecuador.

Sea Glass

Sea Glass

White

Multi

Multi

Black

Fuschia

Turquoise

White
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Jewelry: Sets & Necklaces

Three Tier Huayruro Set
#22960
Three strands of striking black and red huayruro seeds
on this set. Necklace adjusts 12-32”, earrings 2” long.
Matching stretch bracelet. Made in Ecuador.

Stone Solo Set
#28250
Available in various colors and shapes: Teardrop, Oval,
Rectangle, Round, and Diamond. Pendants measure 3⁄4-1” wide
and 1” long. Earrings 11⁄4-11⁄2” long with hook. 16” Silver plated
chain included. Made in Perú.

Sodalite

Onyx
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Leopardite

Abalone

Turquoise

Serpentine
Chrysacolla

Mini Seed Wrap Necklace
#22430
The striking jungle seeds used in this piece are collected by
hand from the floor of the Amazon Rainforest. At 321⁄2” in length,
this necklace can be worn long, doubled up, or wrapped
around the wrist for a hip stacked look. The seeds used in our
jewelry are not safe for consumption. Made in Ecuador.

Vivid Necklace
#51630
Leftover stone chips are set in resin and cast in dynamic
shapes. Alpaca silver pendant and necklace. Lobster clasp.
Pendant dimensions: 3⁄4-1” wide and 11⁄2-2” long with bail.
Comes on 18” silver plated chain. Made in Perú.

Multi Chip Necklace
#21930
Natural and synthetic stone beads. Clasp closure, 181⁄2”
long. Made in Ecuador.

Art Glass Necklace
#29182
An exciting twist on glass, different colors are fused together
and accented with a twisted wire accent. Adjustable lobster
clasp closure. Ships in a variety of unique colors and shapes.
Made in Ecuador. Length: 1-21⁄2”. Made in Ecuador.

Serpentine Necklace
#28831
Small hand-carved serpentine pendants with a tribal feel on
a leather cord. Adjustable sliding closure - max length 27”.
Made in Ecuador.

Jewelry: Sets & Necklaces

Multi Teardrop Stone Necklace
#21030
Semi-precious stones on a delicate alpaca chain. Lobster
clasp closure. Length 17-18”. Variety of colors available.
Made in Ecuador.
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Jewelry: Sets & Necklaces

Have a Heart Set
#21640
A lovely and simple set carved from semi-precious stone.
Available in 10 colors. 22” Necklace comes with matching
earrings on a tasteful card. Made in Perú.

Tree of Life Necklace
#21631
Gorgeous wire wrapped, semi-precious stone tree
pendant. Alpaca silver. Lobster clasp, 2” diameter
pendant, and a 24” chain. Made in Perú.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Simple Stone Necklace
#21720
Minimalist necklace on a short cord with adjustable
lobster clasp. Comes in a variety of semi-precious stones
and shapes. Made in Ecuador.
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Heart Necklace
#23930
A carved tagua heart pendant on cord. Slide closure.
Assortment of colors available. Made in Ecuador.

Jewelry: Sets & Necklaces

Flipstone Pendant
#21039
Two pendants in one! The semi-precious stone center flips around to reveal a contrasting color.
Measures 13⁄4” X 11⁄2”. Made in Perú.

Ornate Stone Pendant
#28030
Large semi-precious stones in detailed, dramatic settings. Approx. length: 11⁄2-2”. Made in Perú.

Pendulum Pendant
#28530
Points of natural stone in a simple cap. Each pendant is unique. Available in 10+ different stones.
Approximate length: 11⁄4”. Made in Perú.

Earth Stone Pendant
#21032
Cabochons of semi-precious stone in bohemian settings. Approx. length: 11⁄4”. Made in Perú.

Astral Pendant
#28531
Nuggets of pyrite, moonstone, chrysacolla, tourmaline and tiger’s eye set in a simple cap.
Approximate length: 1”. Made in Perú.

Tumbled Agate Pendant
#28230
Colorfully dyed agate stones in two styles: wrapped (left) and crowned (right). Order by style or
ask for a variety! Length: 1”-1 1⁄2”. Made in Perú.

Silver Plated Chain
(left & right)
#21035
Pairs perfectly with
any of our pendants.
Available in two lengths:
16” and 24”. Lobster
closure. Made in Perú.
Link Chain (center)
#21033
A stout chain that pairs
perfectly with any of our
pendants. Length: 20”.
Lobster closure.
Alpaca silver.
Made in Perú.
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Jewelry: Earrings

Art Glass Earrings (Left)
#29481
Hand wrapped wire detail on colorful fused
glass. Length: 1-2”. Made in Ecuador.

Naked Art Glass Earrings (Right)
#29181
A wide variety of colors and shapes expressed in glass.
Length: 1-2”. Made in Ecuador.
Boho Earring Pack
#21680
Our trendiest earring styles have now come together! Made with
alpaca silver and semi-precious stones. Length: 1-13⁄4”. Made in Perú.

Fair Trade is a The pieces included in our Elementality line range from gorgeous semi-precious stones in simple
State of Mind settings to intricate shapes teased out of alpaca silver wire. Alpaca silver is a durable metal
alloy made with copper, zinc, and nickel that imitates silver but doesn’t tarnish as easily. Length:
1-13⁄4”. The semi-precious stones used are mined in Perú and Brazil.

Tagua Animal Earrings
#23982
Hand-carved animals
on sterling silver hooks.
Available in the variety of
animals shown. Length: 1⁄2”3
⁄4”. Made in Ecuador.
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Jewelry: Earrings

Ear Jacket Studs
#28681
Trendy earrings that
can be worn as plain
studs or dressed up
with a jacket for extra
dimension! Set with
semi-precious stones,
each style has it’s own
flare. Order a variety
and get different
colors and styles.
Length: 1-13⁄4”. Made
in Perú.

Petals

Triangles

Spikes

Ribbons

Geometry Earrings
#28590
Simple shapes in
contrasting colors of
semi-precious stone
give these earrings a
striking and clean look.
Available in a variety
of color and shape
combinations. Length:
13⁄4-2”. Made in Perú.

Romance Earrings
#28288
Adorable alpaca silver
bird detail atop a polished
semi-precious stone.
Variety of colors available.
Length: 3⁄4”. Made in Perú.

Jane Earrings
#28284
Our Jane Earrings may be
plain, but the sheer number of
color and style combinations
make these earrings a big
seller. Order a package to
receive a combination of the
colors and styles shown here.
Length: 1⁄4-1⁄2”. Made in Perú.

Polished Stone Earrings
#21118
Teardrop shaped semiprecious stone earrings
with alpaca silver
hardware. Length: 11⁄2”.
Made in Perú.
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Jewelry: Earrings

Flower Drop Earrings
#22780
Beautiful glass teardrop
shaped earrings with a floral
motif. Capped with a leaf
crown, alpaca silver details
and French hook. Comes in
various colors. Made in Perú.

Allure Earrings
#28591
Available with a variety of
semi-precious stones and two
styles: simple (left) and hoop
(right). Length: 11⁄4”. Made in
Perú.

Cadence Earrings
#21580
Spectacular movement and
a free-spirited look. Order a 24
pack and receive a variety of
the styles and colors shown.
Length: 21⁄2”-33⁄4”. Made in
Perú.

Cabochon Earrings
#21184
A cabochon of various semiprecious stones set in metal
scrollwork. Various designs
available. Length: 2”-2 1⁄2”.
Made in Perú.

Enlightened Earrings
#21180
Semi-precious stone is
suspended inside different
wire shapes. Delicate
scrollwork detail. Length
1-21⁄2”. Made in Perú.

Heart Earrings
#23980
Carved and polished
tagua hearts in a variety
of colors. Sterling silver
wires. Length: 11⁄4”. Made
in Ecuador.
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Bolas

Bumblebees

Comets

Crescents

Buttons

Cylinders

Cascades

Daisies

Clusters

Discs

Geo (Plain)

Geo (Donut)

Plaques

Safari

Target

Teardrops

Treble

Thick Slice

Thin Slices

Triad

Snowman

Worn Plaque

Hoops

Links

Jewelry: Earrings

Tagua Earrings
#23881
A style of earring to meet every occasion! Each style available in the variety of colors shown here. Order a variety pack or
by style. Length: 1⁄4”-2”. We’re adding new styles all the time! Made in Ecuador.

Little Squares
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Jewelry: Earrings

Simple Stone Earrings
#21881
The natural beauty of
the semi-precious stone
takes center stage in
this minimal earring.
Available in a variety of
colors and shapes shown.
Length: 3⁄4”. Made in Perú.

Vivid Earrings
#21584
Leftover stone chips are set
in resin and cast in dynamic
shapes. 16+ shapes available.
Length 1⁄2-1”. Made in Perú.

Coco Form Earrings
#24481
Cute coconut earrings with
a variety of cut out shapes.
Made in Ecuador.

Mother of Pearl Earrings
#26083
Elegant earrings carved out
of mother of pearl. Variety of
designs available. Length 3⁄411⁄2”. Made in Perú.

Jungle Seed Earrings
#22980
Various designs made out of coconut, acaí, huayruro and achira. Each style is available in all of
the colors shown. Order a variety or by style. Length: 1-2”. Made in Ecuador.

Circles

Crescents
Small
Circle
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Spiral

Teardrop

Butterfly

Falling Seeds
Large Circle

Squares
Racquet Earrings
#21983
Colorful thread wrapped
around a metal coil. Five
styles available in a wide
variety of colors. Length: 1-2”.
Made in Perú.

Jewelry: Earrings

Live Lightly!
The name of our Liviana line comes from the
Spanish word for “lightweight”. Made with
anodized aluminum, this piece of jewelry is
super lightweight, hypo allergenic and won’t
tarnish. Each piece is shaped and twisted by
hand by fun-loving, fair trade artisans in Perú.
The styles and colors shown here are
representative of a large, diverse collection
of awesomeness. If you see something in
particular that you like, let us know and we’ll
do our best to accommodate your request.
Otherwise, sit back, relax, and prepare yourself
for a hand-selected variety of stylish earrings!

Teardrop Round

Aluminum Earrings #29283
More styles and too many color combinations to show. Made in Perú.

Oval Marquis Square

Fiori Studs (Left) #21283
Diameter: 1⁄4-1⁄2”
Topo Stud Earring (Right)
#21287 Dimensions: 1⁄4” x 1⁄4”

Round Triangle

Available in a variety of semiprecious stones. Made in
Perú.

Tagua Stud Earrings
#23983
Classic, simple tagua earrings
in different shapes. Available
in Round Small (10mm), Round
Large (14mm) or Pearl Small
(7mm) and Pearl Large (9mm)
styles. Made in Ecuador.

Square

Triangle

Round

Oval

Diamond

Curved

Art Glass Studs
#29185
A wide variety of colors in
glass. Available in: Square,
Triangle, Round, Oval,
Diamond, and Curved. Each
pair is unique. Approximate 1⁄5”
diameter. Made in Ecuador.
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Jewelry: Rings

Flip Stone Ring #39002
A double-faced ring that has two different semi-precious stones. When you “flip” the ring you can change between
the two. Five styles available: Heart, Oval, Teardrop, Round and Rectangle. Face of ring 1-11⁄4” long. Adjustable band.
Made in Perú.

Beso Ring #21203
Face of ring 1⁄2” long. Two styles available: vertical and horizontal. Adjustable band. Made in Perú.

Mini Flip Stone Ring
#39003
The stone flips around to reveal a different colored stone. Available in rectangle, teardrop, oval and
round. Comes in different combinations of 12+ stones. Stone face 1⁄2” in diameter. Sized. Made in Perú.

Quartet Ring #21401
Four different semi-precious stones on the face of the ring. Face of ring 11⁄4” long. Sized. Made in Perú.

Grandstand Ring #21111
Lustrous natural stones are bezel set on an adjustable band. Available with 12+
different stones. Face of stone is 11⁄2” long. Made in Perú.
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Isabella Ring #21864
This ring adjusts perfectly to its wearer by wrapping more tightly or loosely around the finger. A
variety of different stones available. Face of ring 1” long. Adjustable band. Made in Perú.

Orbit Ring #21504
Five cabochons of semi-precious stone on an adjustable plain band. Order a
package and receive a variety of color combinations. Made in Perú.

Jewelry: Rings

Stripe Ring
#21601
Alpaca silver ring with bands of semiprecious stone. Adjustable. Made in Perú.

Sandra Ring #22700
Semi-precious stone set in a unique bezel. Alpaca silver. Comes in a variety of stone colors. Face of ring 3⁄4” long. Sized.
Made in Perú.

Rhapsody Ring #28501
Intricate filigreed designs accent the beauty of a semiprecious stone. Each ring is
unique. Face of ring 3⁄4” long. Adjustable band. Made in Perú.

Elemental Ring
#21403
These dainty rings look great alone or stacked in multiples. Available in the multiple
stones and styles shown. Adjustable. Face of ring approximately 1⁄4” long. Made in Perú.

Earth Stone Ring
#21901
An endless variety of semi-precious stones in free-spirited settings. Order a package and receive different
combinations of stones and settings shown here and more. Made in Perú.

Motto Ring #21402
Twelve personalized messages. Order by individual phrase or ask for a variety. Adjustable. Made in Perú.

Purchase 1,000 rings from Minga and get free shipping for the rest of the calendar year!
Offer applies to shipping within the Continental United States.
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Jewelry: Rings

Ornate Stone Ring #21012
A petite cabochon of natural stone set in a filigreed band. Stone diameter: 1⁄4”.
Face of ring 1⁄2” long. Sized. Made in Perú.

Textile Ring #27500
Fun, fresh and youthful, this ring is inlaid with vivid woven fabric. Adjustable. Face of ring 1-11⁄4” long. Made in Perú.

Labrado Ring
#21010
Sized bands of intricate alpaca scrollwork. Order a package and receive a variety of designs. Made in Perú.

Chunky Tagua Ring
#23901
A thick tagua band in organic shapes. Too many colors to show. Sized. Made in Ecuador.

Recycled Aluminum Ring
#29100
Available in many colors. More styles on the way! Sized. Made in Perú.

Three Metal Ring #21801
Different combinations of brass, copper, and alpaca silver. Sized. Made in Perú.
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Tagua Ring #23801
Ask for Colors, Browns, Blacks, Batiki or a variety! Made in Ecuador.

Jewelry: Anklets

Glass

Charmed

Chips

Stone

Anklets
#21890
A wide variety of jingling anklets now available under one SKU. Order a package to receive an assortment or order by individual
style. Alpaca silver with stone and glass beads. Adjustable clasp closure. Made in Ecuador and Perú.

Toe Ring
#21101
Get your toes wet with our adjustable toe rings. Twelve distinct styles in every package. Made in Perú.
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Jewelry: Bracelets

Ramos Bracelet
#29621
Beautifully crafted and sturdy, this bracelet makes a great gift. Brass colored buckle and
adjustable strap. Length of 8” to 93⁄4” and width of 11⁄2”. Stamped with various designs.
Made in Ecuador.

Flip Stone Cuff
#21520
Adjustable cuff features a polished stone that flips over to reveal another color of stone. Stone diameter: 5⁄8”. Made in Perú.

Window Bracelet
#29522
Leather bracelet with geometric cut out windows to reveal a bright textile underneath. Length: 9”, 2” wide. Made in Perú.

Stone Orbit Bracelet
#28121
Assorted semiprecious stones set in Alpaca. Stone position adjusts on faux leather band.
Diameter 1”. Lobster clasp closure with extension for adjustable size. Made in Perú.
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Semi-Precious Top Latch Bracelet
#21424
With clean lines and a modern feel, this bracelet suits any personality. Stone diameter: 1⁄2”. Bracelet diameter:
21⁄4”. Available in the variety of stones shown here. Made in Perú.

Jewelry: Bracelets

Festival Bracelet
#23520
This energetic and tactile tagua bracelet comes in both Solids and Multi. Richly dyed tagua
on elastic. Made in Ecuador.

Propeller Bracelet
Multi #23322M - Solids #23322S
Propeller shaped tagua beads on elastic. Ask for solids, multi or a mixture of both. Beads are approximately
11⁄2” long. Made in Ecuador.
Recycled Inner Tube Bracelet
#29424
Upcycled inner tube bracelets. Adjustable snap closure.
Made in Ecuador.

Triple Stone Cuff
#21121
Gleaming cabochons of semi-precious stones in a decorative setting. Length of middle stone: 3⁄4”. Made in Perú.

Sliced Leather Bracelet
#29125
Sliced suede bracelet with an adjustable snap closure. Width: 1 5⁄8”. Available colors as shown.
Made in Ecuador.
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Jewelry: Bracelets

Kernel Bracelet
#22324
Richly dyed and polished tagua beads on double elastic for durability. Beads are
approximately 11⁄4” long. Made in Ecuador.

Tile Bracelet
#23620
Square beads in saturated colors. Bronze tone glass bead accents. Approximately 1⁄2” wide.
Available in Fall/Winter tones (left) and Spring/Summer tones (right). Made in Ecuador.

Worn Plaque Bracelet
#23825
Plaques of dyed tagua with a worn look. Two styles available: Horizontal (left) and Vertical (right). Available
in Spring/Summer and Fall/Winter colors. Beads approx. 11⁄2” long. Made in Ecuador.

Verano Bracelet
Multi #22320M - Solids #22320S
Acaí and tagua beads on two strands of elastic. Available in Solids and Multi. Made in Ecuador.
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Acaí & Coco Disc Bracelet
#22921
Three strands of dyed acaí seeds on elastic meet at a disc of polished coconut. Color collection as shown. Made in Ecuador.

Jewelry: Bracelets

Textile Cuff
#21423
Available in two styles: flat (above) and skinny (right). Order a package
and receive a wide variety of vibrant fabrics. Width: 1⁄4-3⁄4”. Made in Perú.

Bisola Bracelet
#22322
Two symmetrical strands of bisola (taguilla) seeds & coconut on elastic. Made in
Ecuador.

Teardrop Leather Bracelet
#28520
Thin, simple leather bracelet with a teardrop shaped semi-precious stone charm framed with
aluminum spirals. Adjustable hook clasp. Made in Perú.

Top Latch Bracelet
#21823
Available with both agate (left) and glass beads (right). Order a package and receive a wide variety
of colors. Made in Perú.

Coco Pambil Bracelet
#22822
Dyed pambil seeds and coconut on elastic. Variety of colors. Made in Ecuador.
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Three Metal Cuff
#21821
Now with new designs! Copper, brass and alpaca silver. Available in the variety of styles shown. Made in Perú.

Love Knot Bracelet
#29225
Knotted, Herringbone, and Braided styles available. Brass hook closure. Made in
Ecuador.

Thick Slice Bracelet
#23824
Colorful slices of tagua separated by small tagua beads make up this elastic
bracelet. Made in Ecuador.

Bibi Bracelet
#21320
Vibrant colors that mix and match for ultimate stackability. Cotton cord with an
adjustable slide closure. Made in Perú.

Tooled Leather Bracelet
#29620
Stamped leather bands
with geometric patterns
and motifs. Adjustable
sliding closure. Width is
5
⁄8”. Made in Perú.
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Simple Seed Bracelet
#22820
A variety of colorful jungle seeds on nylon cord. Slide closure. Available colors shown. Made in Ecuador.

Rock Stretch Bracelet
#23820
Tagua beads in organic pebble shapes. Strung on elastic. Spring/Summer collection
(bottom) and Fall/Winter collection (top) available. Made in Ecuador.

Arroz Bracelet
#23222
Rice shaped tagua beads on elastic. Ultimately stackable! Beads approx. 1⁄4”-1⁄2”
wide. Spring/summer collection (left half) and fall/winter collection (right half)
available. Made in Ecuador.

Spunky Bracelet
#22520
Brightly dyed achira seeds are strung on waxed cord for a fun, summery
look. Adjustable slide closure. Made in Ecuador.

Plait Bracelet
#29520
Made from supple, upcycled leather strands woven to form a stylish and lightweight accessory. Available
in a variety of colors. Adjustable hook clasp. Made in Ecuador.
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Multi Plaque Bracelet
#23821
Twin strands of tagua and pambil beads on elastic. Ask for
Berry (top) or Multi (bottom). Made in Ecuador.

Chiclet Bracelet
#23122
Brightly dyed tagua circles, diamond and squares on
elastic. Two colors available. Made in Ecuador.

Suspended Heart Bracelet
#23420
Tagua on elastic. Metallic accent beads on charm. Receive
a variety of heart colors in every package. Made in Ecuador.

Pambil Multi Bracelet
#23823
Multi colored pambil beads on an elastic band separated by tagua
button beads. Made in Ecuador.

Berry

Multi
Rock Coil Bracelet
#23829
Organically shaped tagua “pebbles” on coiled memory
wire. Available in Solid or Multi. Made in Ecuador.

Gradient Bracelet
#23258B
A classic tagua bracelet in conservative tones. Four colors
available. Made in Ecuador.

Slate
Orange

Sol Bracelet
#29521
Made with out-of-circulation Peruvian coins, or “Soles.”
Available in bronze and silver tones, small and large.
Adjustable hook and eye closure. Made in Perú.
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Turquoise

Fall

Friendship Bracelet
#29820
Available in three styles. From left to right: spiral, classic and
tubular. An endless variety of colors available. Made in Perú.

Fab Tote
#56650
Bright, fun and functional, our new tote bag is durable and
perfect for on-the-go. Available in Multicolor and Rainbow.
Acrylic. Fully lined, interior zip pocket. Dimensions: 13” x 181⁄2”;
straps 29”. Made in Ecuador.

Bags, Belts & Wallets

Camera Strap
#57601
Beautiful textile camera strap made with leather and acrylic
fabric. Adjustable buckle straps, minimum length: 43” and
maximum length: 66”. Strap width: 21⁄2”. Comes in a variety of
colors and patterns. Made in Ecuador.

Multi
Multi

Poco Bag
#56430
A lightweight and soft companion crossbody purse, perfect
for every day. Made with leather and acrylic textiles.
Magnetic flap closure, has two inside zipper compartments.
Available in black and tan leather with a variety of fabric
colors. Strap length: 40”-50.” Depth of 1.5”. Made in Ecuador.

Rainbow

Denim and Kantha E-Book Bag
#56405
Sized to fit a mini tablet or e-book with zipper front pocket.
Detachable strap extends to 54”. Each bag is unique and the
kantha fabric will vary. Dimensions: 8” x 6”. Made in Bangladesh.
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Kantha Drawstring Bag
#56551
Ask for warm tones, cool tones or an assortment. Dimensions:
16” x 14”, pocket dimensions 8” x 8”. Made in Bangladesh.

Bags, Belts & Wallets

Boundary Bag
#56417
Bold, eye catching stripes in neutral tones that go with any
outfit. Available in Fringed or Round flap. Cotton exterior.
Dimensions: 131⁄2” x 111⁄4,” strap is 47”. Made in Ecuador.

Fringed

Round

Cotton Wristlet
#56651
This wristlet features beautiful, saturated colors. Magnetic
snap closure, multiple service pockets with large interior zipper
pocket, and strap for carrying. A perfect wallet for day or night.
Batik and Tie Dye styles in many colors. Made in Bangladesh.

Khadi/Natural Dye Drawstring Bag
#56550
Made with Khadi, a hand-spun and woven cotton fabric known
for its light weight and versatility. The exterior zipper pocket is
batik with all natural dyes, and comes in four colors. Dimensions:
16” x 14”, pocket dimensions 8” x 8”. Made in Bangladesh.

Inside

Batik

Salmon
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Yellow

Teal

Tie Dye

Blue

Grey

Blue

Purple

Blue

Grey

Tan

Brown

Foldaway Jute & Cotton Bag
#56411
100% hand-woven jute and cotton mesh tote bag.
The natural fibers make this bag incredibly strong and
lightweight. The bag folds conveniently into a connected
pouch with loop for easy storage. Made in Bangladesh.

Bloom & Braid Bag
#56220
Comes in a wide variety of colors. Fully lined, zip closure.
Dimensions: 71⁄2” x 51⁄4”. Strap: 49” long. Made in Perú.

Khadi Coin Purse
1. Small #56552 (31⁄4” x 31⁄4”)
2. Medium #56553 (41⁄4” x 43⁄4”)

Bags, Belts & Wallets

Leather Cosmetic Purse
#56461
Made from upcycled anti-cruelty leather. Top zipper opens to
a lined inside with soft padding on the “walls” of the cosmetic
bag. Made in Ecuador.

Kantha Coin Purse
3. Small #56581 (31⁄4” x 31⁄4”)
4. Medium #56580 (41⁄4” x 43⁄4”)
Zipper pouch made from 100% cotton. Made in Bangladesh.
1

3

2

4
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Bags, Belts & Wallets

Patch Wallet
#56661
Made with two tones of genuine leather, this wallet is a great accent accessory. Includes two bill services
and 12 card services (one window ID slot). Available in three colors: Black/Tan, Black/Black and Tan/Black.
Dimensions 31⁄2” x 41⁄4”. Made in Ecuador.

The materials for our fair trade wallets are always sourced
with integrity and eco-responsibility. The leathers are
obtained cruelty free so we can feel good and so can you!

Black/Tan

Dark Brown/Black

Tan/Black

Dark Brown

Black

Purple

Brown

Pink

Compact Wallet
#56560
A high quality, hand crafted wallet built for all your needs.
Exterior zipper change pocket, 10 card services, fold out
ID window, bill pocket. Snap button closure. Made with
genuine leather. Available in colors shown plus Lime,
Orange, and Red. Dimensions: 91⁄4” x 41⁄4” Made in Ecuador.
Turquoise

Green
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Tan

Turquoise

Signature Bifold
#56263
Soft, supple leather bifold. Features interior card slots and an ID window. Measures 61⁄2“ x 43⁄4” when open.
Available in colors shown plus Black, Dark Brown, Fuchsia, and Red. Made in Ecuador.

Purple

Black

Tan

Burgundy

Dark Brown

Bags, Belts & Wallets

The Go Bifold
#56662
Simplistic design with classic look. Eight card services, one outer clear window service, and one zipper coin
compartment. Dimensions: 31⁄4” x 81⁄4” when open. Made in Perú.

Slim Profile Wallet
#56663
A thin wallet for the modern person. One bill service, one mesh window ID service, and a zipper coin pouch. Made in
Perú. Dimensions: 23⁄4” x 4” when open. Made in Perú.

Dark Brown

Burgundy

Black

Tan

Textile Bifold Wallet
#57360
Supple leather with cowhide or Incan design detailing. Available in dark brown, black and tan. Two bill slots, eight card slots, one
zipper slot and a fold out ID window. Dimensions: 81⁄2” x 31⁄4”. Made in Ecuador.

Black

Brown

Burgundy

Classic Leather Bifold
#56864
ID window and 11 interior card slots. Available in four colors.
Dimensions: 31⁄2” x 83⁄4” when open. Made in Ecuador.

Tan
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Mouse Coin Pouch
#56267
Made with 100% genuine fair
trade leather. Available in a
variety of colors. Dimensions:
2” x 31⁄2”. Made in Ecuador.

Suede Squeeze Pouch
#56460
Dual toned suede pouch with a
squeeze opening. Dimensions:
3” x 3 3⁄4”. Made in Perú.

Stamped Leather Coin Purse - S (23⁄4” x 23⁄4”)
#56060
Stamped Leather Coin Purse - M (31⁄4” x 31⁄2”)
#56061
Small leather coin purse with cute floral prints
and a snap button closure. Available in a
variety of colors and designs. Made in Perú.

Single Zip Coin Pouch (4” x 21⁄2”)
#56801
Double Zip Coin Pouch (41⁄2” x 3”)
#56802
Brightly colored patterns in acrylic.
Zipper compartment(s). Made in
Ecuador.
Single

Double

Carnival Coin Pouch
#56201
Two zip pouch. Acrylic.
Dimensions: 4 1⁄2” x 3”.
Made in Perú.

Embroidered Belt
#55100
Vibrant, hand-embroidered designs on wool. Available in
every color of the rainbow, and many in between! Dimensions:
40-44” x 2”. Made in Perú.
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Incan Belt
#55264
Traditional Incan motifs add color to this traditional leather
belt. Available in black and brown leather. Styles: overlay and
window. Available in small (39”), medium (43”), large (46”) and
extra large (51”). Made in Ecuador.

Overlay

Window

Phone Pouch
#56407
Perfect for a no nonsense, on the go lifestyle! Fully lined,
zip closure, slip pocket in front. Available with kantha
fabric or batik fabric. Ask for cool tones, warm tones or an
assortment. Because of the nature of kantha fabric, there
will be some variation in patterns and tones. Dimensions:
6” x 31⁄2”, strap 27”. Made in Bangladesh.

Suede Trimmed Pencil Case
#56901
Rainbow stripe fabric. A variety of different trim colors available.
Wrist loop. Length 7” and 21⁄2” diameter. Made in Perú.

Fabric Checkbook Pouch
#56803
Lined acrylic pouch in a variety of bold colors and patterns.
Dimensions: 7” x 4”. Made in Ecuador.

Kantha Pen Pouch
#56408
With a cotton lining and zip closure, these pouch are great for
way more than just pens. Ask for round, flat or both. The colors
and pattern will vary. Dimensions: 7” x 31⁄2”. Made in Bangladesh.

Pencil Case
#56902
Lined acrylic fabric. Available in a variety of bold colors and
patterns. Dimensions: 8 1⁄2” x 21⁄2”. Made in Ecuador.

Bags, Belts & Wallets

Kantha Toiletry Bag
Set #56409
Large #56496 (7” x 9” x 4”)
Medium #56495 (51⁄2” x 71⁄2” x 3”)
Small #56494 (4” x 6” x 21⁄2”)
With light padding, waterproof
lining, and a zip closure these
bag are great for toiletries,
cosmetics, chargers, cords, etc.
Interior pocket. Available in
warm tones, cool tones
and neutrals. Made in
Bangladesh.
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Hair Accessories

Colorful Headband
#57901
Made from the same fabric as our best-selling Free Spirit Scarves, these
headbands are lightweight, soft and colorful. This versatile design can
be worn narrow or opened up for a wider look. Choose our fine gauge
headbands (upper right and modeled), or our classic stripe (lower right), or
a combination of both. Approximate width: 11⁄2” - 11”. Elastic back. Made in
Ecuador.

Tagua Squared Barrette
#57280
Cubes of highly polished tagua on a French barrette. Length: 23⁄4”. Made in Ecuador.

Embroidered Headband
#52150
Hand embroidered bird and flower
detail on cotton. Elastic back. Color
selection as shown. Made in Perú.
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Colorful Scrunchies
#56224
Acrylic fabric in a variety of colorful
combinations. Made in Ecuador.

Worry Doll Barrette
#57801
A row of colorful worry dolls on a French barrette.
Dolls are approximately 1” tall. Made in Perú.

Hair Accessories

Marigold Barrette Pair
#57180
Hand crocheted wool yarn in
brilliant colors. Snap barrettes.
Flowers are approximately 1.5”
wide. Made in Perú.

Worry Doll Pin
#43203
These classic worry dolls are ready to travel! Each doll is
unique. Safety pin back. Approximately 1” tall. Made in Perú.

Worry Doll Headband
#57802
A line of worry dolls atop a fabric covered headband. Cute and colorful. Acrylic. Made in Perú.
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Free Spirit Scarf
#51403
A lightweight and studious scarf.
Comes pre-wrinkled for a broken in
look. Ask for stripes, solids, tartans
or an assortment. Acrylic. Available
in spring/summer and fall/winter
tones. Dimensions: 66” x 24” with an
additional 3” fringe on both ends.
Made in Ecuador.

Stripes

Solids

Tartan

Stripes

Solids

Tartan

Stripe

Flat Acrylic Scarf
#51802
One of our longest running
bestsellers, this scarf suits every
taste. Comes crisply pressed with a
glossy finish. Ask for chevon, stripes,
solids or an assortment. Available in
spring/summer and fall/winter tones.
Dimensions: 70” x 221⁄2” Made in
Ecuador.

Stripe

Chevron
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Chevron

Solids

Chevron

Accessories

Boho Infinity Scarf
#51401
Ultra light and soft. Comes prewrinkled for a broken in look. Ask for
solids, chevrons or an assortment.
Available in a wide variety of spring/
summer and fall/winter tones.
Acrylic. Circumference: 29”.

Chevron
Tie Dyed Skinny Scarf
#51450
Available in a multitude of beautiful
colors, this item is perfect as a scarf,
a belt or a head scarf. Cotton.
Dimensions: 68” x 9”. Made in Ecuador.
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Accessories
Classic Alpaca Scarf
#51832
Simple, classic and versatile. 50/50 alpaca/
acrylic. Dimensions: 72” x 9”. Made in Perú.
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Déjà Vu Wrap
#51530
Geometric design available in a wide range
of colors. Soft and luxurious. 30/70 alpaca/
acrylic. Dimensions: 66” x 20”. Made in Perú.

Tribal Blanket Scarf
#51600
Soft touch, durable scarves with trendy geometric patterns.
Versatile enough to double as lap blankets. Dimensions are
L: 73” x W: 241⁄2”. Made in Ecuador.

Accessories

Infinity

Cozy Infinity Scarf
#51501
The fabric used in these scarves is brushed to
give it an unbelievably soft and fuzzy feel.
Comes in many stylish color combinations.
Infinity or Flat styles. Acrylic. Infinity: 37” x 13”
and Flat 74” x 13”. Made in Ecuador.

Chico Infinity Scarf
#51506
Wonderfully soft, durable and stylish. 30/70
alpaca/acrylic. Available in 11 colors.
Dimensions: 51” x 13”. Made in Ecuador.

Flat

Impression Scarf
#51505
Dressed up or dressed down, this scarf makes a bold impression.
Two-ply acrylic. Dimensions: 72” x 24”. Made in Ecuador.
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Hayseed Scarf
#51280
Intricate, lace like designs knitted
in 100% undyed, un-processed
alpaca. Available colors as shown.
Approximate dimensions: 8” x 64”.
Made in Perú.

Diamond Knit Scarf
#51171
Different combinations of earth
tones with a diamond patterned
knit. Color selection shown. 30/10
alpaca/acrylic. Dimensions:
81⁄2” x 65”. Made in Perú.

Stripe Microfiber Scarf
#51070
These baby soft scarves are
perfect for casual or more
formal dress. Acrylic. Available
in four colors. Dimensions: 38” x
91⁄2”. Made in Perú.

Zigzag Scarf
#51281
Everyone needs a pop of color!
A zig zag pattern in bright,
fun colors. Color selection as
shown. 20/80 alpaca/acrylic.
Dimensions: 81⁄4” x 67”. Made in
Perú.
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Rustic Alpaca Shawl
#11180
A lightweight wrap made from 100% alpaca.
Available in earth tones. Dimensions 58” x 10”. The
fibers are undyed (tones will vary) and hand spun in
traditional methods without electricity. Made in Perú.

Adult Cable Knit Pocket Scarf
#51831
Made with ultimate warmth, style, and function in
mind. Ends have pockets for extra hand warmth, or
keeping small accessories close at hand. Wool with
acrylic fleece lining. Made in Ecuador.

Heirloom Knit Armwarmers
#53520
Beautifully hand-crafted armwarmers knit with the
highest quality of wool. Made in Ecuador.

Adult Classic Mittens
#51020
Available in an endless variety of color
combinations! 100% wool, acrylic fleece lined.
Made in Ecuador.

Adult Lined Mittens
#53830
The cable knit and fleece lining makes these mittens
a winter staple. Available in 12+ colors.
50/50 cotton/wool. Made in Ecuador.

Accessories

Cabled Legwarmers
#11520
Hand-knitted with high quality, unbleached wool.
Because the wool isn’t bleached before it’s dyed,
the exact shade of the end product may differ
slightly. Made in Ecuador.
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Adult Classic Glittens
#53820
Fingerless gloves with a convertible mitten top.
Available in an endless variety of color combos!
50/50 cotton/wool. Made in Ecuador.

Alpaca Blend Fingerless Gloves
#53930
Incredibly soft, yet durable. 30/70 alpaca/acrylic
blend. Stripes or Incan pattern. Incan available
in earth tones and pastels. Made in Perú.
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Fleur Fingerless Gloves
#53532
Soft and durable texting gloves from Perú in
a wide variety of colors and patterns. 30/70
alpaca/acrylic. Made in Perú.

Alpaca Blend Ridged Handwarmers
#53201
Lightweight, soft and durable. Available in a variety of
earth tones. Made in Perú.

Ladies Fleur Gloves
#53531
Warm winter gloves with a fresh, colorful design.
Comes in a variety of colors. Made from 30% alpaca
and 70% acrylic. Made in Perú.

Adult Alpaca Blend Gloves
#53931
30/70 alpaca/acrylic blend. Available in Incan
and stripe. Ask for bright colors, earth tones or
both. Made in Perú.

Moose

Top Dog

Bad 2 The Bone

Squirrel

Jolly Roger

Dog Sweater - XS #13420
Dog Sweater - S #13421
Dog Sweater - M #13422
Dog Sweater - L #13423

Pets

Argyle
Keep your favorite canine warm in these
adorable sweaters! Made with 50/50 cotton/
wool yarn, these sweaters are hand-knit by
dog loving artisans. Comes in nine designs
and four sizes. Made in Ecuador.
I Heart Mom

I Heart Dad

Owl

Stripe

Kantha Dog Collar
#53650
Soft, old saris are
layered and stitched
together - traditionally
used to make
blankets (kantha). The
kantha is reinforced
with upcycled denim.
Snap buckle closure
with metal D-ring and
adjustable hardware.
Made in Bangladesh.

Bumblebee

Lion

Ladybug
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Leather Aussie Hat
#52360
A high quality leather hat with
braided cord detail. Made
laboriously from cut pieces of
leather which are artisanally
molded and stitched. Available
in Small, Medium, Large and
X-Large. Wide Brim and Short
Brim available in all colors
shown. Made in Ecuador.
Black - Wide Brim

Accessories: Gifts for Men

Black - Wide Brim

Brown - Wide Brim
New Style!

Dark Brown - Short Brim

Wool Aussie Hat
#52281
100% felted wool. Leather band
detail in assorted designs. Comes
in brown, black, tan and khaki.
Available in Small, Medium, Large,
and X-Large. Made in Ecuador.
Camel

Brown

Black
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Green

Accessories: Gifts for Men

Black

Brown

Wool Fedora
#52283
The classic look you’re used to...but fair trade! 100% felted wool, acrylic band.
Available in black, brown and charcoal. Available in Small, Medium, Large, and
X-Large. Brim is approximately 2” wide. Made in Ecuador.
Charcoal
Panama Hat
#52280
The classic straw hat
straight from Ecuador
where it originated.
Available in Small,
Medium, Large, and
X-Large. Made in
Ecuador.

Grey

Blue

Brown

Black

Felted Wool Flat Cap
#52420
High quality 100% felted wool, acrylic band.
Available in Black, Blue, Brown, and Charcoal.
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, and X-Large.
Made in Ecuador.
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Zoe Hat
#52620
A classic silhouette that goes with
any outfit. 100% wool with a ribbon
around the crown. Brim width: 33⁄4”.
Made in Ecuador.
Black
Brown
Cream
Wine

Rustic Reversible Cap
#52285
100% hand-spun, undyed, organic
alpaca wool. Reversible. Made in Perú.
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Bell Hat
#52282
Felted wool hat with delicate accents that
add elegance to any outfit. Available in
Small, Medium, Large, and X-Large in Dark
Brown or Black. Made in Ecuador.
Black

Cobblestone Hat
#52284
Made from natural alpaca wool, this
knobby, textured hat is perfect for
winter. Made in Perú.

Rustic Alpaca Hat
#53982
100% hand-spun, undyed, organic alpaca.
Subtle ridged pattern and slightly rolled
edging. Made in Perú.

Adult Jester Hat
#52831
Fleece lined for warmth and comfort.
50/50 Cotton/Wool. Feminine or masculine
tones. Made in Ecuador.

Patterned Alpacrylic Hat
#52670 - $12.00 ea / 12+ Disc. $10.00 ea
Bowl hat with bold color
combinations and designs. Masculine
and feminine tones. 30/70 Alpaca/
Acrylic. Made in Perú.

Heirloom Knit Hat
#52520 - $12.50 each
Hand-crafted and knitted with high quality
wool. Features intricate cable stitch.
Charcoal or White. Made in Ecuador.

Pixel Hat
#52230 - $10.00 each
A simple stocking cap available in three
colors. 50/50 cotton/wool. Fleece lined. Made
in Ecuador.

Dappled Hat
#52728 - $12.00 ea. / 12+ Disc. $10.00 ea.
Soft and durable alpacrylic hat for
adults. Colorful dot pattern with
sophisticated colors. 30/20 alpaca/
acrylic. Made in Perú.

Accessories

Adult Silly Cone Hat
#52830 - $14.00 ea / 12+ Disc. $12.00 ea
A rainbow of threads woven into a cone
design. 50/50 cotton/wool yarn, fleece
lined. Perfect for snowboarders! Made in
Ecuador.

Adult Cable Knit Hat
#52031 - $10.00 ea. / 12+Disc. $9.00 ea.
Available in every color of the rainbow.
Fleece lined. 50/50 Cotton/Wool. Made in
Ecuador.
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Adult Mohawk Hat
#52131
Fringe running down the center giving
it a mohawk look. 50/50 Cotton/Wool.
Made in Ecuador.

Reversible Alpacrylic Hat
#52923
From Perú, it’s called a “chullo”
(pronounced choo-yo). Designed to be
very warm when trekking the Andean
Mountains. Made in Perú.
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Ski Hat
#52130
Long, braided ties set this hat apart. Variety
of color combos. Fleece lining, 50/50 cotton/
wool. Made in Ecuador.

Classic Hat
#52231
Comes in a huge variety of masculine and
feminine tones. Wool. Made in Ecuador.

Clara Headband
#52120
Fleece lined, 100% wool knit with a
“pineapple” stitch. Available in 7+ colors.
Approximate width 41⁄2”. Made in Ecuador.

Rasta Hat
#52200
A youthful beanie that comes in a
variety of jewel-toned combinations.
20/80 Alpaca/acrylic. Made in Perú.

Animal Hats
#53030
An animal to suit every personality! Fleece lined, 50/50 cotton/wool. Available animals as shown. Made in Ecuador.

Dog

Frog

Cat

Cow

Lion

Pig

Sock Monkey

Koala

Husky

Owl

Panda

Dino

Giraffe

Just For Kids

Bumblebee

Ladybug

Penguin
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Just For Kids
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Kids Jester Hat
#52841
Feminine or masculine tones. Fleece
lined, 50/50 cotton/wool. Made in
Ecuador.

Kids Flower Applique Hat
#52925
Multitude of colors with a knit flower.
Scalloped edge, fleece lined, 100% wool
exterior. Flower colors vary. Made in
Ecuador.

Kids Cable Knit Earflap Hat
#13181
Fleece-lined, cable knit hats. Comes in a
variety of colors. Made in Ecuador.

Kids Earflap Hat
#52834
Variety of colors and designs. Feminine
or masculine tones. Fleece lined, 50/50
cotton/wool. Made in Ecuador.

Kids Mosaic Hat
#52770
Fun, colorful, and soft hat for little ones. Knit
with such detail! Comes in a wide variety of
bright colors. Made in Perú.

Kids Mosaic Gloves
#53770
Bright and textured alpacrylic gloves to
keep little hands warm. Comes in a variety
of color combinations. Made in Perú.

Owl

Unicorn

Pig

Shark

Cow

Brown Monkey

Dog

Lion

Just For Kids

Animal Sweater
#13380
These sweaters have loads of personality! Available in Giraffe,
Owl, Unicorn, Pig, Shark, Cow, Dog, Ladybug, Bumblebee,
Monkey, Lion, Wolf, and Sheep. Fleece-lined hood for extra
warmth. Available in sizes 0, 2, 4, and 6. 50/50 cotton/wool
blend. Zip closure, two angled front pockets. Made in Ecuador.

Ladybug

Wolf

Bumblebee

Sheep
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Pink

Orange

Blue

Purple

Just For Kids

Green
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Perennial Sweater
#14720
A brand new sweater with fun appliqué flowers dancing
on the front and hood. 100% wool with hood, two front
pockets on sizes 2-6, and zipper front. Made in Ecuador.
Available in sizes 0, 2, 4, and 6. 50/50 cotton/wool blend.
Made in Ecuador.

Anchor Sweater
#13580
Who doesn’t love a sailor? Zip closure, two front pockets
on sizes 2-6. Available in sizes 0, 2, 4, and 6. 50/50 cotton/
wool blend. Made in Ecuador.

Red

Bow Sweater
#13582
This sweater proves the old adage that children are a
gift. Appliqué bow detail at wrists and crocheted edging
at waist. Zip closure, two front pockets on sizes 2-6.
Available in sizes 0, 2, 4, and 6. 50/50 cotton/wool blend.
Made in Ecuador.

Dandy Bunny Sweater Set
#13587
This whimsical bunny design comes with a matching knit
animal. Pullover styling with a folded turtle neck. Available in
sizes 0, 2, 4, and 6. 50/50 cotton/wool blend. Made in Ecuador.

Just For Kids

Dog in Pocket Sweater
#13581
An excited puppy hangs out of a pocket, ready to play. Paw
print detail on front and back. Ribbed cuffs and waist, zip
closure, two front pockets on sizes 2-6. Available in sizes 0, 2,
and 4. 50/50 cotton/wool blend. Made in Ecuador.

Lion in Pocket Sweater
#13585
A majestic lion hangs out of a pocket, ready to play. Paw
print detail on front and back. Ribbed cuffs and waist, zip
closure, two front pockets on sizes 2-6. Available in sizes 0,
2, 4, and 6. 50/50 cotton/wool blend. Made in Ecuador.

Giraffe in Pocket Sweater
#13620
A friendly giraffe hangs out of a pocket, ready to play. Paw
print detail on front and back. Ribbed cuffs and waist, zip
closure,two front pockets on sizes 2-6. Available in sizes 0, 2,
4, and 6. 50/50 cotton/wool blend. Made in Ecuador.

Rabbit in Pocket Sweater
#13586
An adorable rabbit hangs out of a pocket, ready to play.
Paw print detail on front and back. Ribbed cuffs and waist,
zip closure,two front pockets on sizes 2-6. Available in sizes 0,
2, 4, and 6. 50/50 cotton/wool blend. Made in Ecuador.
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Fenced Garden Sweater
#13584
An idyllic garden scene complete with appliqué flower and butterfly
detail. Zip closure, two front pockets on sizes 2-6. 50/50 cotton/wool.
Available in sizes 0, 2, 4, and 6. Made in Ecuador.
Purple

Turquoise

Pink
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Just For Kids

Hedgehogs in Love Sweater
#13583
Quirky, colorful and definitely unique; you won’t find a design like this anywhere
else. Zip closure, two front pockets on sizes 2-6. Available in sizes 0, 2, 4, and 6.
50/50 cotton/wool blend. Made in Ecuador.
Pink

Purple

Green

Turquoise

Bumble Bee Sweater
#13803
Hooded sweater with a three-dimensional bumblebee buzzing through a flower
garden. Available in sizes 0, 2, 4, and 6. Zip closure, two front pockets on sizes 2-6.
50/50 cotton/wool. Made in Ecuador.
Pink
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Lavender

Turquoise

Jurassic Sweater
#13250
This hand-knit sweater features a brachiosaurus and stegosaurus on
a background of grass and clouds. Available in sizes 0, 2, 4, and 6.
Ribbed cuffs and waist, zip closure, and two front pockets on sizes 2-6.
50/50 cotton/wool. Made in Ecuador.
Navy

Purple
Green

Denim

Brown

Just For Kids

Choo Choo Sweater
#13082
A multicolored steam train wraps around the body of this
sweater. Available in sizes 0, 2, 4, and 6. Two front pockets on
sizes 2-6. Appliqué smoke detail. Zip closure, 50/50 cotton/
wool. Made in Ecuador.
Oatmeal

Red

Sports Sweater
#13252
The perfect fit for budding athletes! Available in sizes 0, 2, 4, and 6.
Available in blue, green and red. Ribbed cuffs and waist, zip closure,
two front pockets on sizes 2-6. 50/50 cotton/wool. Made in Ecuador.
Green

Blue

Red
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Blue

Just For Kids

Red

Plum
Kids Stripe Sweater
#13824
These bright color combinations are sure to melt the winter cold. Available in sizes 0, 2, 4, and 6. Two front pockets on
sizes 2-6. Zip closure, Hooded. 50/50 cotton/wool. Made in Ecuador.

Yellow
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Lime

Pink

Gauze Dress
#14802
Crocheted
flower detail
at neck.
Cotton with
acrylic lace.
Available with
cap sleeves
(on model)
and strap
sleeves. Sizes
0, 2, 4 and 6.
Available in
White, Natural,
Turquoise, and
Lime. Made in
Ecuador.

Just For Kids

Strappy Sun
Dress
#14602
The colorful
handembroidery
you’ve
come to love
on a new
silhouette.
This dress
features a
comfortable,
play-all-day fit
with a double
ruffle hem
and spaghetti
straps. Sizes
0, 2, 4 and 6.
Available in
Yellow, Lime,
Turquoise, and
Pink. Made in
Ecuador.

Buy more and save! Purchase any combination of 24+ Kids dresses to receive them for a discount.
Strap Dress
#14804
Colorful
cotton dress
with tagua
buttons on
straps. Hand
embroidered
detail.
Available
in Lime,
Turquoise,
White, and
Pink. Sizes 0,
2, 4 and 6.
Made in
Ecuador.

Flutter Sleeve
Dress
#14601
Colorful,
whimsical
handembroidery
on breezy,
easy-to-wash
cotton. The
flutter sleeves
give this dress
and ultra girly
look. Sizes 0,
2, 4, and 6.
Available in
Turquoise,
Yellow, Lime
and Pink.
Made in
Ecuador.
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Lorena Dress
#14803
This breezy little
number fits in at a
picnic or a more
formal event.
Available with tie
straps (on model)
and cap sleeves
(inset). Cotton.
Various hand
embroidered
detailing. Available
in white. Sizes 0,
2, and 4. Made in
Ecuador.

Just For Kids

Button Down
Dress
#14801
Cotton,
embroidered
flower detail.
Tagua buttons.
Color selection
shown. Sizes
0, 2, 4 and
6. Made in
Ecuador.

Buy more and save! Purchase any combination of 24+ Kids dresses to receive them for a discount.
Sweetheart
Dress
#14001
Hand
embroidered
flower detail.
Two front
pockets,
halter style
tie strap.
Available in
Purple, Lime
Turquoise,
Pink, Red, and
White. Sizes
0, 2, 4 and 6.
Cotton. Made
in Ecuador.
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A-Line Dress
#14300
A classic a-line silhouette with our trademark handembroidered detail. Single button closure at neck.
Color selection shown. Sizes 0, 2, 4 and 6. Cotton.
Made in Ecuador.

Kids Tie Dyed T-shirt
#14580
These tie dyed t-shirts are hand tied and hand dyed, each pattern unique
and bold. Comes in warm or cool tones. 100% cotton. Available in sizes 0, 2, 4,
6, and 8. Made in Ecuador.

Just For Kids

Kids Tie Dyed Pants
#14381
Lightweight cotton for maximum playability! Pants have an elastic waist,
drawstrings at the ankles and two front pockets. Comes in warm or cool
tones. 100% cotton. Sizes 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8. Made in Ecuador.

Pink
Single Ruffle Bloomers
#14032
Ruffled bloomers. Pair them with any of our girls dresses for a super cute set!
Available in sizes 0, 2, and 4. Cotton. Made in Ecuador.

Turquoise

Purple

White
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Adult Clothing

The colors and patterns of our hand-made, fair trade tie dyed products will vary. The color swatches
seen here are representative of the wide color selection available. When ordering feel free to indicate color
preferences; however, we cannot guarantee exact tones or color combinations.

Tie Dyed Dress
#12401
Beautifully saturated tones are paired together in striking
combinations. 100% cotton, elastic top, halter tie strap, lined.
Available with a tea length skirt and a maxi length skirt. Lined.
Comes in a wide variety of tones. Made in Ecuador.
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Tie Dyed Cargo Shorts
#12431
100% cotton cargo shorts in striking tones. Elastic waist.
Available in both masculine and feminine tones. Sizes Small,
Medium, Large, and X-Large. Made in Ecuador.

Adult Clothing

Our tie dyes are made just outside Otavalo, Ecuador by husband and wife team Carlos and Livia.
They use non-toxic dyes and earth friendly techniques in the production of each garment.

Tie Dyed Peasant Blouse
#12520
The crocheted neckline and breezy, flowing fit of this blouse makes it a perfectly boho top. Available with crocheted
strap sleeves (on left) or short sleeves (on right). Available in Small/Medium and Large/X-Large. Cotton. Made in Ecuador.

Adult Tie Dyed T-shirt
#12450
100% cotton, 100% groovy. Ask for masculine tones, feminine tones or a mixture
of both. Sizes Small, Medium, Large, and X-Large. Cotton. Made in Ecuador.
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Adult Clothing
Transition Poncho
#11700
This item available for pre-order only. Order by 3/31/17 for
delivery after 8/1/17. Receive free shipping on your order of
$500 or more. Luxurious and sophisticated, this alpaca poncho
transitions from one color into another at the hem. Reversible.
Three colors available: Blue/Green, Blue/Red and Black/White.
50/50 Alpaca/Acrylic. One size. W: 52” x L: 36”. Made in Perú.

Sylvan Capelet
#11701
This item available for pre-order only. Order by 3/31/17 for
delivery after 8/1/17. Receive free shipping on your order of $500
or more. The pinnacle of elegance, the swirling floral designs on
this alpaca capelet is the perfect cover-up for nights out on the
town. 50/50 Alpaca/Acrylic. Reversible with fringed hem. One
size. W: 62” x L: 241⁄2” with 4” fringe. Made in Perú.

Terra Cotta
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Blue/Green

Blue/Red

Black/White

White

Blue

Blue

Red

Hood

Adult Clothing

Collar

Hood

Armadillo Sweater
#11526
This incredibly warm and flattering sweater is ribbed at the
waist with a slimming vertical link pattern. Made from quality
sheep wool. Available with a hood (on model) or with a
collar (see inset of Ambato Sweater on the next page).
Available in Small, Medium, and Large. Made in Ecuador.

Ambato Sweater
#11522
Each of these luxuriously long and detailed sweaters takes
one week to knit by hand. Each sweater is unique and the
cable knit pattern will vary. Available with collar (on model)
or hood (see inset). Made from quality sheep wool. Available
in Small, Medium, and Large. Made in Ecuador.
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Adult Clothing
Lodge Sweater
#11780
Knit by hand with 100% alpaca. Beautifully detailed and luxurious.
Available in sizes Small, Medium, and Large. Made in Perú.
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Andes Sweater
#11781
Unbelievably soft and lavish, knit by hand with 100% alpaca.
Available in sizes Small, Medium, and Large. Made in Perú.

These items available for pre-order only. Order by 3/31/17 for delivery after 8/1/17.
Receive free shipping on your entire order of $500 or more. Offer applies on shipping within the Continental US.

Adult Clothing

Hood

Collar

Boucle Knit Sweater
#11523
Fringed cuffs, hem and midline add texture to the silhouette.
Each sweater is unique and pattern may vary. Available with
hood (on model), 5” vertical collar or wide lapel (see inset).
Made from quality sheep wool. Available in Small, Medium,
and Large in White or Navy. Zip closure. Made in Ecuador.

Cordelia Sweater
#11530
Our timeless Cordelia Sweater comes in five colors: black, blue,
purple, white and wine. Made from quality sheep wool. Zip
closure, two side pockets, tie belt. Available in Small, Medium,
Large, and X-Large. Made in Ecuador.
Black

Blue

Purple

White

Wine 69

Charcoal

Adult Clothing

Charcoal

Navy

Cowl Neck Sweater
#11580
Cozy and warm with a distinct folded over, ribbed v-neck. Made
from quality sheep wool. Colors: Charcoal and Navy. Sizes: Small,
Medium, and Large. Made in Ecuador.
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White

Cable Knit Wool Sweater
#11880
A classic cable knit sweater with pockets. Available with hood
or collared neck. Made from quality sheep wool. Zip closure
and two side pockets. Available in Small, Medium, Large, and
X-Large. Available in Charcoal and White. Made in Ecuador.

Adult Clothing
Cecilia’s Poncho
#11501
A reversible acrylic poncho that is lightweight yet warm.
Available in six sophisticated color combinations and two styles.
One size. W: 50” x L: 32” with 3” fringe. Made in Ecuador.

Cómodo Poncho
#11502
An open-front poncho with single button closure near the
neckline. Two outside pockets with coconut button closure.
Completely comfortable and stylish with intricate and bold
patterns. The look is finished with a roomy hood and fringe
edging. Acrylic. One size. W: 64” x L: 29” with 3” fringe.
Made in Ecuador.
Navy

Teal

Turquoise

Grey

Grey Incan Purple Incan Navy Incan

Turquoise
Incan

Green Incan Terra Cotta
Incan

Grey Floral Purple Floral Navy Floral

Turquoise
Floral

Green Floral Terra Cotta
Floral

Brown
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Ceramic Bird Whistles
#44810
New designs! Our bestselling Bird Whistles
now also available with owls, parrots, toucans
and roosters. Add some water and blow for a
realistic sounding bird call. These little tweeties
come in a rainbow of colors with a stripe acrylic
strap. Dimensions: 21⁄2” x 3”. Made in Perú.

Instruments

Ceramic Mini Whistles
#44530
Hand-painted ceramic animal whistles. Hung on an 11” nylon cord. Height: 13⁄4-2”. Made in Perú

Bronze Bells
Small #99001 (Avg Height: 23⁄4”.)
Medium #99002 (Avg Height: 41⁄2”.)
Solid brass bells available in two sizes and six styles: Owl, Sunburst, Elephant, Tiki, Rooster, and Llama. Made in Perú.

A. 11 x 10 Drum with Striker
#44422
Made with painted PVC pipe. Available in brown, red, green yellow,
purple, and light blue. One simple wooden striker included.
Dimensions: 11 cm x 10 cm. Made in Ecuador.
B. 16 x 8 Drum with Striker
#44423
Made with painted PVC pipe. Available in brown, red,
green yellow, purple, and light blue. One simple wooden
striker included. Dimensions: 16 cm x 8 cm. Made in
Ecuador.
C. 20 x 10 Drum with Striker
#44425
Various geometric patterns are painted on
the wooden exterior of this high quality drum.
Dimensions: 20 cm x 10 cm. One padded striker
72 included. Made in Ecuador.

A.

C.
B.

Mini Guitar
#44009
Perfect for little hands! Wooden
neck and body, nylon strings. Not a
professional instrument.
Dimensions: 201⁄2” x 71⁄4”. Made in Perú.

Straight Tambourine
Small #44640
Large #44641
Sturdy wooden handles and a great sound.
Dimensions: Small 83⁄4” x 2” ; Large 13” x 2”. Made in Perú.

Instruments

Tambourine
#44040
Measures 5” in diameter. Made in Perú.

Ceramic Ocarina
#44813 (Diameter: 3”)
Necklace #44811 (Diam: 1⁄2”)
A traditional Andean flute that comes in a wide variety of
colors and traditional motifs. Made in Perú.

Painted Maracas
Small #44831
(Approx. 2” diameter)
Medium #44833
(Approx. 3” diameter)
Large #44832
(Approx. 4” diameter)
Made in Ecuador.

Croak Stick
#44642
Run the stick across the ridges for an interesting frog sound.
Dimensions: 71⁄2” x 13⁄4”. Made in Perú.

Carved Gourd Maracas
Small #44830 (Approx. 5”)
Medium #44834 (Approx. 71⁄2”)
Large #44835 (Approx. 8”)
Hand carved and “tattooed”
designs on gourds. Three sizes are
available. Due to the organic
nature of these items, dimensions
will vary. Made in Perú.
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Quena Flute
#44806
A traditional Andean flute that’s played by holding horizontally
with both hands, covering the top and blowing down over the
notch on the end. Dimensions: 151⁄2” x 1”. Made in Perú.

Bamboo Flute
Small #44803
(Length: 93⁄4”)
Large #44804
(Length: 14 1⁄2”)
Carved from bamboo
and available in every
color of the rainbow.
Made in Perú.

Instruments

Bamboo Slide Flute
Small #44100 (Length 6”)
Medium #44101 (Length: 8”)
Push and pull the plunger to change pitch.
Made in Perú.
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Bamboo Pan Flute
XS #44102 (Length: 43⁄4”)
Small #44030 (Length: 61⁄2”)
Large #44032 (Length: 111⁄2”)
Caña Pan Flute
Small #44805 (Length: 4”)
Medium #44800 (Length: 6”)
Large #44808 (Length: 63⁄4”)
Made in Perú.

Hand Drum
Small #44820
Medium #44821
Large #44822
Roll the stick between your hands and the dual
strikers drum in sync. Available in three sizes:
Small 2 1⁄4” x 6 1⁄4”; Medium 3 1⁄4” x 8 1⁄4”;
Large 4 1⁄4 ” x 9 1⁄2”. Made in Perú.

Tarka Flute
Small #44003 (Length: 59⁄10”)
Medium #44801 (Length: 74⁄5”)
Large #44802 (Length: 114⁄5”)
A traditional wooden flute from
the Andes. Made in Perú.

Rainstick
Small #44330 (Length: 111⁄2”)
Medium #44850 (Length: 231⁄2”)
Large #44852 (Length: 39”)
A bamboo tube that sounds
like rain falling when it’s turned
over. Available in a variety
of colors and hand painted
designs. Acrylic strap for
carrying. Made in Ecuador.

Collect them all!

Suggest a buddy at
info@mingaimports.com

Dolls

Buddies

Yarn Buddies
#43520
These adorable, hand-knit animal ornaments will brighten
up any space or make any bag or backpack stand out.
Elastic hanger makes it easy to attach to zipper pulls. Sizes
range from 2”-61⁄2” x 3”-6”. Made in Ecuador.
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Dandy Pals
#43501
These delightful little friends are hand-knitted and pieced together with love. Colorful companions for curious
capers. 100% wool outer, man made stuffing. Pals range from 8” to 12” depending on character. Made in Ecuador.

Ballerina

Pirate

Park Ranger

Rock Star

Turtle

Penguin

More Dandy Pal styles to choose from - view them online at www.mingaimports.com

Lion

Dolphin

Polar Bear

Ram

Giraffe

Dolls

Yarn Mobiles
#43521
Whether they hang over a crib, from a ceiling or in a playroom, our hand-knit yarn mobiles add color and movement
to any space! Creature length: 3-7”. Our yarn mobiles range in total length from 16-32”. Made in Ecuador.
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Wolf

Alpaca Rabbit
#43602
Approximately 11” tall. Made in Perú.

Alpaca Fleece Lion
#43804
Approximately 101⁄2” tall. Made in Perú.

Alpaca Fleece Alpaca
#43806
Approximately 11” tall. Made in Perú.

So soft and luxurious! All of our alpaca fleece animals
are made from cruelty-free alpaca pelts.

Small Teddy Bear #43802 Approximately 9” tall.
Medium Teddy Bear #43803 Approximately 14” tall.
Large Teddy Bear #43805 Approximately 21” tall.
All three sizes available in white, brown and bi-color. Made in Perú.

Dolls

Small Recycled Fabric Doll
#43200
Repurposed fabric scraps are
upcycled into hand-made dolls.
Each doll is unique. Height: approx.
31⁄2”. Made in Perú.

Finger Puppets
#42801
Our collection of finger puppets contains just about every creature you
can think of...from an octopus to a snail! 100% acrylic. Made in Perú.
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Eco Seed Keychain
#31070
Tagua nut and acaí seeds on a durable cord. Ask for earth
tones, bright colors or a mixture of both. Made in Ecuador.

Carryall Keychain
#56433
Perfectly fits some cash, lip balm and a few other small
necessities. Brightly stripe acrylic fabric, fully lined, zip closure.
Dimensions: 33⁄4” x 13⁄4” x 2”. Made in Perú.

Keychains

Cotton Purse Keychain
#56582
Available in two styles: kantha and ND (natural dye).
Dimensions: 3” x 2” x 1”. Made in Bangladesh.

Heart Keychain
#31802
Carved tagua. Approximate length: 1”-3”. Made in Ecuador.

Two Hearts Keychains
#31700
Carved tagua keychain sets. Ships on a promotional fair trade
display card. 11⁄2” x 11⁄2”. Made in Ecuador.
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Instrument Keychain
#33830
Miniature instruments. Availability as shown. Made in Perú.

Señor Tagua (left)
#31901
Comes in various bright color combinations. Approx.
dimensions: 3” x 1”. Made in Ecuador.
Eco Man/Woman Keychain (right)
#32820
Made from brightly dyed tagua and pambil seeds. Approx.
length: 3”-4”. Made in Ecuador.

Puppy Keychain
#31300
Inquisitive, smiling puppies with personality! Each dog is made
from hand-carved and dyed tagua beads strung on waxed
cord. Color combinations will vary. Approximate dimensions:
2” x 3”. Made in Ecuador.

Llama Keychain
#34450
Cute little llama companions made from wire and yarn.
Available in multicolors and natural tones. Made in Perú.

Balsa Animal Keychain
#31804
Hand-carved and painted balsa animals. A variety
of animals available. Made in Ecuador.

Keychains

Marisol Keychain
#34451
Made with upcycled yarn and fabric scraps.
Available in a rainbow of colors. Made in Perú.

Tagua Carved Animal Keychain
#31803
Variety includes elephants, owls, rabbits, seals, iguanas, frogs,
turtles, fish, penguins, sea horses, cats, birds, dolphins and
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monkeys. Approximate length: 1”-2”. Made in Ecuador.

Mr. Ellie Pooh’s paper products are 100%
recycled. They are made up of 30%
fiber from elephant dung and 70% post
consumer paper. No toxic chemicals are
used in the paper making process. Natural
vegetative binding agents, along with
water-soluble salt dyes for coloring are
used. Everything is fair trade, handmade,
acid free, and as organic as it gets!

7 3 ⁄4 ”
Mr. Ellie Pooh Large Notebook
#99302
Great for journaling, sketching and the
like. Indicate style preferences or ask for
a variety! Dozens of additional designs
are available at mingaimports.com.
Dimensions: 53⁄4” x 73⁄4”. Made in Sri Lanka.
5 3 ⁄4 ”

Order chevron in lime, turquoise, purple, green, yellow, and orange...

Order feathers, hearts, snowman, fountain pen, leaves, blueberries, and other great designs!

Stationery

Order appliqué elephants...
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Order sketch elephants...

Or baby elephants...

Order safari animals...

Order dinosaurs...

Order birds...

Order penguins...

“It is based on making as much natural paper as we can. The
more paper we sell, the more jobs we create. These jobs are
essential if our conservation program is going to work.”
--Dr. Karl Wald, Mr. Ellie Pooh

Order other animals...like frog, sea turtle, dolphins, whale, sea otter, or panda!

Stationery

Order butterflies or flowers...
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Ellie Pooh Boxed Stationery Kit
#99323
Twenty sheets of recycled Ellie Pooh paper and 10 envelopes in a hand-decorated, reusable box. Available in all designs shown.
Dimensions: 51⁄2” x 8”. Made in Sri Lanka.

Stationery

Mr. Ellie Pooh Pins
#99319
Assortment of colors and
designs. Approximately
13⁄4” x 2”. Made in Sri Lanka.

Ellie Pooh Heart Note Box
#99324
These heart shaped boxes are filled with mixed colors of
recycled note paper. Availability as shown. Dimensions:
5” x 5” x 11⁄2”. Don’t forget the refills! Paper refills available:
#99325. Made in Sri Lanka.
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Ellie Pooh Square Note Box
#99314
Perfect for jotting notes and reminders. Paper refills
available: #99317. Dimensions: 41⁄2” x 4”. Made in Sri
Lanka.

Stationery

Ellie Pooh Coloring Book
#99326
Now available in three colors: orange, yellow and green. Follow the
adventures of Ellie Pooh the elephant and color in the fun with this
recycled coloring book. Dimensions: 10” x 10”. Made in Sri Lanka.

Ellie Pooh Work Book/Story Book Combo
#99333
The Story Book educates children about the need
for conservation, and the Work Book provides them
with a means of letting their creative juices flow.
Dimensions: 4” x 4”, 6” x 9”. Made in Sri Lanka.
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Ellie Pooh Greeting Cards (Top Row)
#99303
A constantly changing selection of beautifully
hand-crafted blank greeting cards. 10+
designs available. Made in Sri Lanka.
Ellie Pooh Pressed Greeting Cards (Bottom Row)
#99332
Artfully imprinted animal designs are pressed into Ellie Pooh paper.
Made in Sri Lanka.

Mr. Ellie Pooh Pulp Elephants
Large #99306 - Height 15”
Small #99308 - Height 8”
Ellie Pooh paper is hand-shaped and painted into incredibly
detailed elephant statues. Made in Sri Lanka.

Stationery

Ellie Pooh Safari Journal
#99331
These notebooks are a blank slate for journalling,
note taking and more. Available in blue, green
and red. Dimensions: 9” x 6”. Made in Sri Lanka.

Ellie Pooh Bookmark
#99318
Save your place with these elegant
embossed and foiled bookmarks.
Made in Sri Lanka.
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Mr. Ellie Pooh Small Notebook
#99310
The perfect size for jotting small notes and reminders. Dimensions: 31⁄2” x 4”. Availability as shown. Made in Sri Lanka.

The teams in Sri Lanka and
Wisconsin are constantly
looking for ways to help save
the elephants. Got an ideas
for new designs? Let us know!
Ellie Pooh Conservation Handouts
#99305
An informational flyer about Ellie Pooh
products and practices. Printed on the
famous pooh paper. 8” x 6” Made in Sri
Lanka.
Fair Trade Principles Handout
#99336
A flyer with information on the guidelines
members of The Fair Trade Federation
adhere to. Printed on pooh paper! 8” x
6”. Made in Sri Lanka.

Stationery

Ellie Pooh Bamboo Spine Notebook
#99315
These blank notebooks are filled with beautifully made paper in different colors. Bamboo is used to help bind the book. Availability
as shown. Dimensions: 8” x 61⁄4“ x 3⁄4“.

Mr. Ellie Pooh To Do Pad
#99313
The perfect pad for list making. Dimensions: 31⁄2” x 10”. Availability
as shown. Made in Sri Lanka.
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Fabric Sketchbook/Journal
#98200
Vibrant, bold, and a trusted traveling companion.
Comes in a variety of patterns and colors. Snap Closure.
Dimensions: 61⁄4” x 73⁄4”. Made in Perú.

Whimsy Pen
#99490
These adorable pens are full of personality
and will make anyone smile while they
write. They come in two styles: llama
and doll. Refillable. Made in Perú.

Stationary

Pine Crayon Bundle
#47801
Beautifully crafted crayons made from pine branches.
Chunky and tactile, these are a joy for children and adults
alike. Sold in bundles of 10 crayons. Made in Ecuador.
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Boxed Balsa Crayon Bundle
#47803
Our popular Balsa Crayons now sold in easy to display
packaging! Eight crayons with a different tropical animal
hand-carved and painted out of balsa wood. Made in
Ecuador.

Piggy Bank
Small #74501 (Dimensions: 6” x 4”)
Large #74500 (Dimensions: 7” x 5”)
Pair our Piggy Banks with a Fleece Receiving
Blanket for a perfectly fair trade baby shower gift!
Available in baby Blue, Pink, Yellow, and Green.
Made in Perú.
Dog Figurine
#74301
A hand-painted ceramic dog and cat figurine to match every
family. Eighteen different furry friends available. Height: 2-3”.
Made in Perú.

Ceramic Turtle Bobble Head
Micro #74020 (Height: 3⁄4”)
Mini #74021 (Height: 1”)
Small #74824 (Height: 2”)
Variety of red, orange, yellow, green, blue and brown turtles.
Made in Perú.

Ceramic Trio
#74821
Hear no evil, see no evil, speak no
evil. Available in monkey, frog, owl,
elephant turtle and cow.
Dimensions: 21⁄2” x 11⁄2”. Made in Perú.

Tagua Massager
#69901
Loosen up with our tagua massager. Whole
tagua nuts are assembled to form this
practical item. Carved into the top is the word
“Relax.” Dimensions 5” x 5”. Made in Ecuador.

Want to customize
the word on top?
Place a special
order with us
today! Just email
us at orders@
mingaimports.com

Home Decor

Ceramic Amorosos
#74300
These animal couples get the name “Amorosos” from the Spanish word for lovers. Height: 2-21/2”. Made in Perú.
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Micro Critters
#74801 - $1.25 each / Disc. $.75 each
Tiny, hand painted ceramic animals. Perfect for collectors! A hole through the center of each animal allows them to double as
beads. Wild and Domesticated animal collections available. Height range: 1⁄2” x 1”. Made in Perú.

Mini Critters
#74802 - $1.25 each / 36PK Disc. $.75 each
Hand painted miniature ceramic animals. A hole through the center of each animal allows them to double as beads or incense
holders. Wild and Domesticated animal collections available. Height range: 1”-1 1⁄2”. Made in Perú.

Ceramic Critter Magnets
#74001 - $2.00 each / 24PK Disc. $1.50 each
A variety of adorable animals available. Hand painted ceramic. Height: 1⁄2”-1”. Made in Perú.

Home Decor

Mini Basket
#94901 - $1.50 each
24+ Disc. $1.25 each
Perfect to store baubles or as a gift box. Available with
brightly colored stripes or plain. Also available with or
without a bow. Dimensions: 21⁄4” x 11⁄2”. Made in Ecuador.
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Stone Pyramid
#73831 - $9.00 each / 12+ Disc. $8.00 each
Sleek looking pyramid made of semi-precious carved stone.
Can be used as a paperweight or decoration. Perfect size for
a desk or a mantle. Dimensions: 21⁄2” x 21⁄4”. Made in Perú.

Soapstone Animal - Small
#73850 - $2.00 each / 24+ Disc. $1.50 each
The stone used in these mini sculptures are mined in the hills of Cajamarca, Perú. For many years now, members of the
community that own these hills periodically do the mining. The method of mining and transporting the stone is very rustic;
oftentimes the stone must be transported by foot. Due to a number of factors, the art of carving soapstone is a dying legacy.
Approximately 11⁄2” in height and width. Made in Perú.

Marble/Onyx Turtle
Turtles’ bodies are made of black
marble from the jungle area around
Riobamba. The turtle shells are made
from onyx from Cuenca.
Made in Ecuador.
4cm
#73800

Marble & Onyx Turtle Dish
#73401
Hand crafted stone
dish. Highly polished
with fine textural details.
Dimensions: 61⁄2” x 11⁄2” x
51⁄2”. Made in Perú.

5cm
#73802

8cm
#73805

6cm
#73803

1
Heart Starter

3
5

2

7

4
6

8
12cm
#73807

Egg Starter

9
10

Sphere Starter

Carved Stone Sets
Assortment will include one or more of the stones shown.
Basket included. Made in Perú.
Heart Starter Set #73434 (7pcs)
Heart Deluxe Set #73435 (12pcs)
Egg Starter Set #73436 (7pcs)
Egg Deluxe Set #73437 (12pcs)
Sphere Starter Set #73531 (5pcs)
Sphere Deluxe Set #73532 (8pcs)
1 Aragonite, 2 Sodalite, 3 Serpentine, 4 Stromatolite, 5 Pyrite, 6 Caramel
Onyx, 7 Leopardite, 8 Red Jasper, 9 Chrysocolla, 10 Rhodonite
12+ types of carved Eggs, Hearts and Spheres also sold separately at
www.mingaimports.com

Home Decor

14cm
#73808
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Mini Tagua Critter
#60410
You’ll be amazed at the intricacy of these small carvings! Each piece is hand carved from a single tagua nut. Each carving comes
in a small gift basket with a tagua nut (see inset at bottom right), making them a great grab-and-go gift. A menagerie to choose
from and our collection is always growing. Approximate dimensions: 1-11⁄2” x 11⁄2-2”. Made in Ecuador.

Cat, Sitting

Cat, Sleeping

Cockatoo

Crocodile

Dog

Dog, Bulldog

Dolphin

Dove

Eagle

Elephant

Elephant #2

Fish, Brown

Fish, White

Frog

Hippo

Iguana

Lion

Octopus

Owl #1

Owl #2

Owl #3

Owl #4

Owl Profile

Panda

Penguin

Penguin with Skin

Pig

Rabbit

Rhino

Rooster

Rooster #2

Seahorse

Sea Turtle

Bear

Dog, Dachshund

Home Decor

Comes with basket,
nut, and info card

90 Sheep

Squirrel

Tortoise

Tortoise with Skin

Whale

Wolf

Tagua Carving - Category B
These carving have a lot of detail for their size! Each animal is carved by hand from tagua nuts of a unique shape and size, so
although approximate measurements are given, each carving will naturally vary in size. Made in Ecuador.

Bear with Fish #62801
Avg.: 21⁄2” x 21⁄4”

Beaver #62802
Avg.: 11⁄2” x 31⁄4”

Cockatoo #62804
Avg.: 33⁄4” x 11⁄2”

Cockatoo on Rock #62401
Avg.: 2” x 2”

Dalmatian #62805
Avg.: 31⁄2” x 21⁄4”

Dolphin #62806
Avg.: 3” x 21⁄2”

Dolphin Pair Swimming #62908
Avg.: 21⁄4” x 13⁄4”

Duck #62901
Avg.: 3” x 21⁄4”

Elephant with Tusks #62807
Avg.: 21⁄2” x 2”

Cat on Heart #62910
Avg.: 11⁄4” x 11⁄4”

Home Decor

Dolphin Pair Facing #62907
Avg.: 21⁄4” x 21⁄2”

Butterfly #61802
Avg.: 1 ” x 2”

Falcon #66101
Avg.: 31⁄2” x 13⁄4”

Fish #62809
Avg.: 31⁄2” x 21⁄2”

Fish on Coral #62101
Avg.: 31⁄2” x 21⁄2”

Frog Pair #62811
Avg.: 11⁄2” x 21⁄4”
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Tagua Carving - Category B
These carving have a lot of detail for their size! Each animal is carved by hand from tagua nuts of a unique shape and size, so
although approximate measurements are given, each carving will naturally vary in size. Made in Ecuador.

Lion #63903
Avg.: 21⁄2” x 31⁄2”

Mouse #64908
Avg.: 2” x 21⁄4”

Octopus #66600
Avg.: 11⁄2” x 1”

Owl with Tagua Wings #61826
Avg.: 3” x 11⁄2”

Palm Tree #62824
Avg.: 3” x 2”

Parrot with Bead #62909
Avg.: 2” x 11⁄2”

Pelican #62813
Avg.: 31⁄2” x 2”

Home Decor

Jack Rabbit #66104
Avg.: 31⁄4” x 2”
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{

Mushroom w/Frog or Turtle
#62810 Avg.: 21⁄2” x 2”

Parrot #63816
Avg.: 31⁄2” x 21⁄2”

Penguin #62530
Avg.: 2” x 11⁄4”

What is Tagua?

Pig with Piglets #62814
Avg.: 11⁄4” x 21⁄4”

}

Tagua nuts are found inside the spiny pod of
the Tagua tree, which is indigenous to the South
American countryside. Each pod can weigh up
to 80 lbs. and contain 40 to 80 individual nuts. In
Spanish, these pods are called “mocochas”. The
scientific name of the Tagua plant (Phytelphas
aequatorialis) means “Elephant Plant.”

Tagua Carving - Category B

Polar Bear #66103
Avg.: 21⁄4” x 21⁄2”

Rhino #62902
Avg.: 21⁄4” x 3”

Rooster #62819
Avg.: 31⁄4” x 21⁄2”

Rabbit with Basket #62816
Avg.: 2” x 13⁄4”

Sea Lion #62904
Avg.: 21⁄4” x 23⁄4”

Sitting Llama #62100
Avg.: 31⁄4” x 11⁄2”

Squirrel with Nut #62905
Avg.: 21⁄2” x 2”

Turtle Pair #62812
Avg.: 2” x 23⁄4”

Turtle, Sea #63104
Avg.: 3” x 21⁄4”

Raccoon #62818
Avg.: 2” x 3”

Seal with Fish #61836
Avg.: 21⁄2” x 13⁄4”

Swan #66100
Avg.: 31⁄4” x 21⁄4”

Home Decor

Sitting Donkeys #62106
Avg.: 2” x 2”

Rabbit Pair #62817
Avg.: 23⁄4” x 2”

Tortoise #62820
Avg.: 21⁄4” x 11⁄2”

Whale #62823
Avg.: 2” x 21⁄2”
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Tagua Carving - Category C
The attention to detail and skilled craftsmanship of the artisan is apparent in each line and curve of our Category C carving. Each
animal is carved by hand from tagua nuts of a unique shape and size, so although approximate measurements are given, each
carving will naturally vary in size. Made in Ecuador.

Angelfish #63801
Avg.: 4” x 43⁄4”

Cobra #63823
Avg.: 31⁄4” x 2”

Bear, Polar #63906
Avg.: 31⁄2” x 31⁄2”

Dalmatian Pair #63807
Avg.: 31⁄4” x 2”

Bird Pair #63802
Avg.: 4” x 2”

Dove Pair #63809
Avg.: 21⁄4” x 6”

Home Decor

Cat #63803
Avg.: 3” x 3”

Bear, Grizzly #63902
Avg.: 21⁄2” x 31⁄4”
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Duck Pair #63810
Avg.: 31⁄2” x 3”

Eagle #63811
Avg.: 41⁄2” x 21⁄2”

Elephant with Log #63913
Avg.: 3” x 23⁄4”

Giraffe #62821
Avg.: 31⁄2” x 11⁄2”

Tagua Carving - Category C

Owl Pair #63814
Avg.: 4” x 2”

Owl with Coco Wings
#61914 Avg.: 2” x 11⁄2”

Parrot Pair #63817
Avg.: 4” x 13⁄4”

Parrot, Hanging #63905
Avg.: 3” x 11⁄2”

Penguin #63100
Avg.: 41⁄4” x 2“

Palm Tree with House #63815
Avg.: 41⁄2” x 21⁄2”

Sailboat #63001
Avg.: 5” x 33⁄4”

Home Decor

Owl, Night #61915
Avg.: 11⁄2“ x 11⁄2”

Sea Bird with Nest
#63907 Avg.: 41⁄4” x 3”

Shark #63820
Avg.: 4” x 31⁄4”

Shark, Hammerhead #63912
Avg.: 21⁄2” x 41⁄4”

Zebra #63909
Avg.: 31⁄2“ x 23⁄4“
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Tagua Carving - Category D
Category D carvings are hand carved with care out of several tagua nuts. Made in Ecuador.

Camel #64901
Avg.: 31⁄2” x 41⁄2”

Frogs on Coco Leaf #64905
Avg.: 5” x 5”

Elephant Bridge #64804
Avg.: 4” x 61⁄2”

Giraffe
#65805
Avg.: 41⁄2” x 31⁄2”

Elephant Family #64805
Avg.: 21⁄2” x 31⁄2”

Lighthouse
#64808
Avg.: 4” x 31⁄2”

Shark # 64814
Avg.: 23⁄4” x 5”

Snail #64904
Avg.: 3” x 3”

Tortoise on Land #63101
Avg.: 31⁄2” x 21⁄2”

Turtle, Sea #64907
Avg.: 4” x 4”

Turtle Pair, Sea #64818
Avg.: 2” x 5”

Home Decor

Monkey Trio #64809
Avg.: 23⁄4 ” x 4”
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Tagua Carving - Category E
In Category E you will find pieces carved with superb detail and technique. The tagua is allowed to show its
versatility and beauty. Made in Ecuador.

Crab #65807
Avg.: 4“ x 4“
Dragon #65907
Avg.: 41⁄2“ x 5“
Owl #65910
Avg.: 21⁄4“ x 2“

Horse #65905
Avg.: 41⁄2” x 23⁄4”

Skull #66601
Avg.: 13⁄4” x 23⁄4”

Rooster #65100
Avg.: 6“ x 21⁄2“

Frog, Tree #65804
Avg.: 4” x 3”

Home Decor

Walrus #65904
Avg.: 31⁄4” x 4”

Wooly Mammoth #66602
Avg.: 21⁄4” x 11⁄2”
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Tagua Carving - Category F
The largest of our tagua carving, these are the most impressive of our tagua line. Crafted into art pieces, these carving
indeed take much skill to complete. Made in Ecuador.

Hummingbirds #66801
Avg.: 41⁄2” x 41⁄2”

Home Decor

Giraffe #66904
Avg.: 6“ x 4“
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Perched Birds #61911
Avg.: 3“ x 7“

Receive a free tagua display kit with your first order! Kit
includes raw tagua nuts and slices. Additional nuts and
slices available for purchase.
Tagua Display Nuts #23700
Tagua Slices #20822 (see on pg. 92).

Patterned Alpaca Throw
#92700
This throw combines the
luxuriant softness of alpaca
with the durability of acrylic.
Available in Beige and
Charcoal in both Stripe and
Cubed patterns. Dimensions:
70” x 52”. Made in Perú.

Charcoal
Stripe

This is a special order item;
order by 3/31/17 for delivery
after 8/1/17 and receive free
shipping on your order of
$500+.

Beige Cubed

Luxury Baby Alpaca Throw
#92702
This throw begs for a fireplace
and a cup of cocoa! Made
with 100% baby alpaca fibers,
you won’t find anything
softer. Available in Beige and
Charcoal in both Solid and
Diamond pattern. Dimensions:
67” x 51”. Made in Perú.

Beige
Solid

This is a special order item;
order by 3/31/17 for delivery
after 8/1/17 and receive free
shipping on your order of
$500+.

Beige
Diamond

Charcoal Diamond
Fleece Receiving Blanket
#92002
Soft as a baby’s bottom. Boy tones, girl tones, or neutral
tones. Comes wrapped in a bow with a gift tag attached
for easy gifting. Dimensions: 30” x 30”. Made in Ecuador.

Home Decor

Stripe Blanket #92001
Picnic or snuggle on these blankets which are
great year-round! 100% acrylic for durability.
Dimensions: 90” x 65”. Made in Ecuador.
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Fringed Hammock
#91101
Nothing says “summer” quite like a colorful, bold hammock!
Sturdy 100% acrylic fabric. Eight colors available. Hardware not
included. Dimensions: 94” x 49”.

Simple Hammock
#91801
Acrylic. Measures 91” x 44”. Available colors as shown.
Made in Ecuador.
`

Green Multi

Rainbow

Blue

Dark
Green

Lime

Purple Rainbow

Red

Turquoise Yellow

Nesting Glass Dishes
#75400
Sset of four versatile dishes. Available in three styles:
swirl, surf and chevron. Small dishes measure 31⁄4” x
31⁄4”, large dish measures 13” x 5”. Made in Ecuador.

Home Decor

Green Swirl
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Glass Incense Burner
#97103
Sold in a variety of colors and designs. Dimensions: 91⁄4” x 2”.
Made in Ecuador.

Rose
Surf

Light Blue
Chevron

Red
Swirl

Wooden Incense Burner
#72501
Decorative and functional, order a package and receive a
variety of flower shapes and colors. Molded clay and wood.
Dimensions: 101⁄4” x 2”. Made in Ecuador.

Brass Bottle Opener
#99003
Solid brass bottle openers. Stylish with various motifs to choose from. Available in Llama, Macchu Pichu, Doll,
Owl, and Rooster. Length: 31⁄2”. Made in Perú.

Painted Wooden Plate
#98581
Stunningly detailed and
colorful, each plate is handpainted and unique. For
decorative use. Dimensions:
63⁄4” Diam. x 11⁄2” H. Made in
Ecuador.

Home Decor

Table Runner
#97901
Bold, bright Incan patterns. 100% acrylic. Comes in a vibrant
assortment of colors. Dimensions: 64” x 201⁄2”. Made in Ecuador.
Silverware Basket
#94404
Beautiful hand coiled baskets for silverware, pens, jewelry, and
other knick-knacks. Available in bi-colors, natural, green, red,
and multi. Dimensions: 10” x 2” x 4”. Made in Ecuador.

Also availlable: Tablecloth #97902
Hand woven tablecloth with traditional design. 100% Acrylic.
101
Assorted colors. Dimensions: 64” x 40”. Made in Ecuador.

Gourd Bird House
#75240
Designs are torched
onto each gourd and
further details are carved
in by hand. Different
designs are available
and each one is unique.
Approximate dimensions:
7” x 4”. Made in Perú.
Center Burst

Fish

Pueblos

Birds

Bursts with
Borders

Totem

Many Bursts

Ecuadorian Wool
Tapestry - Small
#92800
Beautifully dyed and
woven wool. Measures
approx. 24” x 36”. Can
be hung as a tapestry
or used as a rug. Each
piece is unique. Made
in Ecuador.

Gourd Owl Ornaments
Small #75237 (Approx. 13⁄4” x 21⁄2”)
Large #75239 (Approx. 3” x 4”)
These guys will hang out just about anywhere. Elastic
hanger. Available in green, red and tan.

Llamas
Green

Home Decor

Brown
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Gourd Treasure Box
#75301
Keep your jewelry, love
notes, or any other little
gems in this beautiful
gourd treasure box. The
lid lifts off to reveal your
treasures inside. Available
in Brown, Green, Red,
and Tan. Height: 3-5”.
Made in Perú.
Red

Tan

Riverstone Mortar & Pestle - Small
#73431
This mortar and pestle is not only a display piece, but is
also functional. Hand-carved from riverstone found in
Ecuador. Two styles: Rounded or with Legs. Diameter 5”.

Rectangle Riverstone Mortar & Pestle
#73430
Sturdy and beautiful hand-carved piece from
river stone mined in Ecuador. A simple design with
parallel stripes around base. Dimensions 6” x 4”.

1.
1. Introducing gorgeous, new stone
tree displays! This special order item
comes in a variety of sizes and prices.
Hand carved and assembled works
of art. Interested? Inquire at orders@
mingaimports.com to see how you
can order them today.

Home Decor

2.

2. Stone Arbolito
#73533
Hand crafted wire and stone trees
made with agate and pyrite. Each
tree can be positioned to your liking,
and has a sturdy, marble base.
Dimensions: 4” x 2”. Made in Perú.
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961 Park Drive Unit D
Lake Geneva, WI 53147
P: 262.248.8790
F: 262.248.6171
orders@mingaimports.com
www.mingaimports.com
facebook.com/mingafti
twitter.com/mingafti
Proud Member

Introducing gorgeous, new
stone trees! Hand carved and
assembled works of art. Interested?
Inquire at orders@mingaimports.
com to see how you can order
them today.

Small Tumbled Stone Tree
#73700
Semi-precious stones, hand sculpted clay
for bark, and a wooden base make this a
spectacular sculpture. Available in five colors:
Pink, Green, Blue, Yellow, and Purple. Each
tree is unique; dimensions are approximate.
Dimensions: 5” x 5”. Made in Perú.

